Instructions for how to use Gammeldags wool combs UKM 981with comb holder
These combs are best used with a comb holder holding one comb to comb medium wool like
wool from Ryal, Leicester, Gotland, Gute sheep and more.
Warning!
The combs teeth can be harmfull to both childrens and audults. Be careful when handling the
combs.
Start mont the comb holder. The side parts
of the holder shall be placed att the edge of
the table. Use one or two C-clamps. Put the
C-clamp as close to the table edge as
possible.A slippery table may need a nonslip mat to secure the combholders
position.
For a more secure assembly you can screw
the combholder to the ground.
Pre-drill before screwing in the screws.

Install a comb with teeth uppwards.

Load the comb, the wool clip-end to
handle.
Don't overfill the comb. Half the hight is
best. Don't press down the wool.
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Release the comb and turn it 90° to the
right.Comb with the other comb from top
down.Turn the comb to the left and comb
again.
The photo shows the comb, without wool,
turned to the left.

When you have combed the wool, get a
good grip and pull the wool to a top. Use a
diz to get the size of top you want.
Start pulling the wool from one side. It's
easier if you first lift up the combed wool a
little. Börja dra ut ullen från ena sidan. det
går lättare om du först drar ullen upp mot
mitten. Pull the wool-top towards you, get
a new grip ner the theeth and pull.
Make a birds nest of the top.

Your top is ready to spin.

How to take care of your combs
Even if the comb teeth are made of
acid proof, stainless steel, you
should allways clean them after use.
Use a soft, dry peace of fabric.
Store the combs dry, at room
temperature.

.
We wish you much pleasure with you
combs.
Birgith and Pelle Lundgren
Gammeldags
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